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AASB9 Hedge Accounting
A Bank Perspective

CBA hasn’t adopted 

yet. Hedge 

Accounting not be 

the key driver…

Evidence suggests 

Corporate Australia 

have adopted IFRS9 

or planning to

Enquiries about the 

use of options as a 

risk management 

tool increasing
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Interest Rate Options as Good Value 
The downward trend in volatility has persisted
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Interest Rate Options as a Natural Hedge
Correlation between rates and the economy
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Interest Rate Options: Hedge of Least Regret?
AUD 3Y IR caps have outperformed paying fixed
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the best 
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Fixed 97bps

Floating 41bps

Cap 36bps
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Impact from Negative Interest Rates
Any positives for Australian Corporates?

Jury still out on effectiveness
− Global growth has struggled despite policy stimulus

− Created asset price bubbles and hence increased balance sheet risk

− More vulnerable to unexpected shocks

− Loans with embedded floors

Direct and Indirect Benefits
− Lower base rates?

− Attractive funding markets offshore
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Recap on xVA Adjustments
Increase with Credit, Market and Funding Risks

Max (CVA, 

Provision + 

Capital)

FVA

 Counterparty credit risk (probability of default) + market 

risks (potential MtM) of the underlying trade:

 A bank’s cost of funding, initial and variation margin 

over the life of the corresponding hedge tradeA
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 CVA - theoretical market price to hedge

 Provision + Capital – bank specific unhedged costs

Determinants of Value
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Different 

Regimes

Different 

Rules

Varied 

Funding 

Costs

Different 

CSA Details

Different 

Portfolios

Different 

Implementation 

Stage

xVA calculation more complex than ever

Different 

Calculation 

Methods

Why no single price exists anymore
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The Case for Interest Rate Options
Accounting and Economic Benefits Aligned

 Economic uncertainty may lead to a lower for longer rate environment

 Implied vol levels lowest in decades, thanks to extreme policy settings

 Historical performance suggest options can be the hedge of least regret

 For pro-cyclical businesses, IR options can provide a natural hedge

 Provides flexibility with lower xVA related charges
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